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Welcome to the F*cking Show: Bitcoin as well as your Future With Money (also called WTFS) is the breakthrough
cryptocurrency guidebook that users and new entrants alike have already been looking forward to. Within WTFS readers
will find basket-fulls of info that would have taken months to find on your own, such as for example: - Bitcoin History -

How to manage your Bitcoin - How to find cryptocurrency information / news - Answers to common cryptocurrency
questions - Plus much more. WTFS offers been created with the character of the Bitcoin / Cryptocurrency space baked
into it, and is unquestionably the most drastic trimming of the crypto learning curve you will see on the market. This

book has been written by 2 cryptocurrency obsessives with the goal of assisting people in onboarding into the future of
cash.. What are you looking forward to, the display awaits! This book may be the investment that may possibly change

your views on money, the financial system, the Internet, and the near future at large..
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These guys and this book will let you know exactly what you need to do never to only break you into the crypto space but
actually start marking good money. In the event that you at all wish to know .. As a disclaimer, I was presented with this
reserve at no charge to serve as a peer reviewer of the book; This book changed just how I look at money! I plan on
continuing to reference this book later on as I get even more mixed up in cryptocurrency space. This book does a great
job of simplifying incredibly complex concepts. These guys which book will let you know exactly what you need to do to
not only break you in to the crypto space but actually start marking good cash. If you at all wish to know what this
bitcoin sensation is, this is actually the book for you! Great resource for a long time to come! I highly recommend WTFS
to anyone with interest in bitcoin and/or cryptocurrency all together. Recommend this book to all thinking about
learning more about Bitcoin Great introductory book for anyone interested in the fundamentals of Bitcoin, a
fundamental knowledge of the Blockchain, a brief history of Bitcoin, and most importantly, the required resources to
expand your knowledge further. It offers and immense source section aswell. Whether you just want to know what
bitcoin is normally or want to make an expenditure in the technology, WTFS will lead you to future success. The in-depth
explanation of the blockchain is incredibly informative. You will not regret purchasing this book! If you are looking for
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ways to make cash without ever leaving your couch,l this is actually the way to accomplish it. Easy read, filled up with
great info for the beginner and the experienced alike This is an excellent primer for beginners and an great resource for
the experienced aswell. It's filled with information, but the authors do a congrats of connecting with the individual who
has never heard, or is merely hearing, about bitcoin, bkockchains, and cryptocurrency. In addition, the topics that are
covered can relate with any one knowledgeable about them and lay the groundwork for how to locate new and upcoming
materials. I have been wanting to get into the world of BitCoin for a long time now. Your Go-To Bitcoin Beginner Guide
The authors of WTFS (Jordan Levine & I can personally say that thanks to these two authors (Jordan Levine and Trace
Dark brown) I could attain borderline fictional returns. Cannot recommend more for people looking to find out more
about Bitcoin and how to get involved. Enjoy the Show The book does an incredible job laying out the basic fundamentals
of bitcoin and blockchain technology. Great Book For Beginners Looking to Dive In! For the visitors with more advanced
knowledge, the book is a great overview of the foundations and background of Bitcoin. I never really had enough
knowledge to make me comfortable to take action. Trace Browne) do an unbelievable job explaining the basics of bitcoin
and blockchain technology in a straightforward yet informative way. WTFS has offered as a workbook to greatly help me
enter the cryptomarket and also further develop my understanding on the future of money. If you have ever thought
about Bitcoin for more than 5 minutes this reserve is for you. Looking forward to the next book! For the beginners, it
walks you through every step of buying and safeguarding your Bitcoin. As anyone who has worked in Expense Banking at
Citigroup in NYC for the past 2+ years, this book does an excellent job of installation of a lot of complex concepts in a
very simple and manageable way, making it a great examine for individuals of most financial backgrounds. Also the
regions of the reserve that get into great detail about the technical explanation of the blockchain and the underlying
technology, the reserve reads very easily opposed to material that you'd find within an academic textbook. Also, it is
very useful that they list out resources for further education in the cryptocurrency space including books, YouTube
stations, websites, twitter followings, websites, and even supplementary online courses. I'd definitely recommend this
book to anyone who would like to find out more about Bitcoin / cryptocurrency and the potential implications it will
have within the next 20+ years.. hence the reason I'm not regarded a verified purchaser.
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